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IVES 

The Story on Page 2 



The Ives Fleet  

      By John Gray I-6662 
(See front cover illustration – Colorized and 

reprinted from the March 2008 issue of Tracks) 

I’ll bet there are more than just a few Ives Train 
Society members out there who think that the Ives 
Corporation produced only toy trains. 

 

Surprise! From 1918 thru 1927 Ives actually 

produced an interesting fleet of metal, clockwork, 

propeller-driven toy boat for tots and adults alike.              

This line was comprised of a diving submarine; tug boats, 

destroyers, harbor patrol boats, scout patrol boats, 

merchant marine boats and ocean liners.                                          

The front cover illustration of an Ives number 

6011 Merchant Marine vessel, rendered from a 1923 Ives 

catalog, is an idealized version of the actual model sold by 

Ives.  When production began in 1918, design problems 

plagued some of Ives’ boats, causing them to perform 

poorly in the water, due to their flat-bottom hulks.  

However, later design improvements made them more 

sea-worthy and by 1923 the Ives line of metal toy boats 

were in serious competition with their domestic and 

European rivals.   

For motive power, Ives used an “O” gauge 

clockwork mechanism, positioned on its side, with an 

extended winding shaft protruding through the 

smokestack for key access.  The side-mounted drive 

mechanism accounted for the wider than usual hulls, 

giving the Ives boats an ungainly appearance, but the 

improved version performed satisfactorily.   The hulls 

were formed from two separate sheet metal halves, 

requiring a soldered seam down the center for adequate 

sealing, improving their dynamics, much to the joy of their 

young owners. 

Ives also marketed a line of wooden model sailing 

yachts during this period, catering to the adult sailing 

enthusiast being more expensive than Ives’ fleet of toy 

metal boats.  

On any given summer’s day, during that era, one 

could find in the Ives toy metal boat navigating the farm 

ponds, city park lakes and country streams of America, 

energizing the imagination of their youthful owner, 

opening the door to a seasonal enterprise for the Ives 

Corporation   that would balance the indoor, wintertime 

activities of toy train operations.  Boats or trains, Ives 

proved to be one of America’s most ingenious toy 

manufacturers of all time.     

President’s Column by:  Don Lewis 
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Dave McEntarfer:   Randy's, I believe, was missing one firebox side also.  All 4 nickel plated 1134’s that I'm aware of 
are all original and are owned by members of the Ives Train Society.  Reportedly there are at least two fakes floating 
around, one that Jimmy Cohen claimed to have made and a 2nd made up by Bill Vagell. I have never seen these and 
don't know for sure they exist and where they might be. John's of course is unique in that it was probably the first 
one they did to use for the Toy Fair display to pull the handmade Candidate cars. It has copper wheels and trucks 
(see above) which I have not seen on any of the others. All the nickel engines are 1928 versions, but what is           
interesting is the 1929 advance catalog listed the Prosperity Special as being an all nickel set, engine and cars. Who 
knows maybe there was a one made up that year with one of these nickel engines and nickel plated American Flyer 
cars. 

 

Initial Questions:                                                                           
Dave Corbert:  Just how many Nickel Plated 1134 engines 
are out there, and can someone explain why this 
 modification on the left was necessary? 

Editors note: This was an interesting conversation that started with a few simple questions about the nickel plated 1134 and evolved 

into a conversation that turned into the “real”, the “fake” and the “ugly”;  with the ugly being  disagreements concerning the legends 

of the locomotive itself.   The overall banter between  members, including the highlights of the AF Mayflower set, was enlightening. 

John DeSantis:  At least 4 to perhaps 8 genuine made           
by-Ives nickel 1134/Tender pairs are known today in         
collections.  It has been much-attempted to fake, and some 
people have been shameless over the years in lying about 
possessing one. There is of course the one and ONLY unique 
original Ives nickel 1134 loco & Tender which was designed 
and built by Ives as part of their February 1928 New York 
Toy Fair prototype Candidate Special set.  

This one loco/Tender and its one-ever handmade set of 22 inch red/black authentic cars ( NOT the much smaller & 
shorter “normal Ives Black Diamond cars” ) remain together in one collection to this day exactly as they actually 
were at New York Toy Fair ‘28.  Be careful - there’s another of those kind of stories that somebody has recently 
started floating around… Trust only people who you you actually know that you can trust.   

As reprinted from the Facebook group “The Ives Train Society Virtual Show & Tell”   dated November 15 2021:                                                     

THE IVES NICKEL PLATED 1134 

Dave Corbert: Well John, I have the one on my bench from the “Berger” auction.. My objective originally was just 
to get the motor running, which I did, but what I came across when I pulled the motor out, was a casting disaster... 
Broken out on both sides with scotch tape holding the motor in a make shift kinda “motor mount thingy” that held 
nothing... Oh Boy...So off to the machine shop I go, casting In hand. We custom fit a piece of brass into the fireman 
side of the casting, Wich is now glued in place so I can drill and tap new motor mounts in a few days after full cure. 
Then reassembly and off to the races with this one...   
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The Candidate Special  



Martin Folb:  perhaps one of the very first Nickel 1134R's was actually part of a display for the B&O Railroad as 
shown in this photo from the Ives Contest entry paperwork. Interestingly enough, my lst Prosperity Special 
which came from the original owners through Russell C. Parks has its original copper plated wheels. Although 
not as complete as the set I just acquired from the Vince Vince Giovannitti, it did have a set box and several of 
the inside boxes. It is interesting to me to hear of another 1134 that had copper plated wheels!  

 

Dave McEntarfer: One of a dozen or so that were made for the B&O railroad were done in green with National Limited lettering.  
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Dave McEntarfer: This is from the 1929 advance folder shows the Prosperity as all nickel and the engine in the 

picture is a 1928 version.  

Martin Folb: Dave, this is of course an artists rendering and Ives obviously changed the design when it went into production in 
1929. A similar situation occurred with the Flyer "MAYFLOWER" set. Here is the first mention of the set in the 1928 catalog ( it 
was always a footnote, never shown)!  

Martin Folb: From above— They indicated it was Cadmium plated, which it never was. Cadmium is an industrial metal 
that is most often used to prevent rusting on nut and bolts, and develops a rather nasty yellow oxide which is very toxic!! 
Flyer did not mention the Mayflower again until 1931, when they got the description correct.  

1931 

Dave McEntarfer: Maybe that's why Ives changed from Nickel to copper so it wouldn't appear like the Mayflower and since 
Flyer was part owner when the Prosperity was introduced and was it a coincidence that both sets sold for the same price.  

Martin Folb: Interesting possibility! What is really fascinating is that when the 
Mayflower re-appeared in the 1931 catalog after a two year hiatus, they had 
INCREASED the price to $150 ($164 west of the Mississippi)!! This seemed    
crazy considering it was during the depths of the Depression!! It also gave the 
Mayflower the distinction of being the highest priced single train set ever 
offered for sale during the standard gauge era. According to the documenta-
tion I received with the Louis Hertz Mayflower I acquired (see  letter on right), 
less than 100 were actually produced. I wish we had some idea of how many 
Prosperity sets were produced. As a guess, I would doubt there were more 
than 50 sets produced. George Boon, who was a good friend of mine and a 
very early TCA member out of Chicago, often had discussions about how many 
of these now rare sets were produced. George doubted that Ives made more 
than 40 or 50 National Limited sets! From my studies of these sets, I honestly 
think the red 1134 might well be one of the rarest 1134's out there!! 

1928 
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Martin Folb: To begin with, I want to thank everyone who came up after my discussion to thank me for my "TWO-DIMENSIONAL" 
presentation on the Reginald Denny Nickel 1134R & T and the photo of my newly acquired Prosperity Special previously owned 
by Vince Giovannitti. I can assure you it will have a fine, respected and loving home here in Los Angeles alongside its 
"Doppelgangers"! If anyone who visits Los Angeles would like to see it, I would consider it a great joy to share it with you. I did 
want to clear up a misconception that seems to be present and alluded to in several posts here. When I showed a photo of the 
Nickel 1134R & T along with 4 very beautiful Black Diamond cars, what I CLEARLY SAID was that if Ives HAD gone into production 
with the nickel 1134 and used the newly designed Flyer body Black Diamond cars, this is what the PRODUCTION CANDIDATE   
SPECIAL set (see below) would have looked like!!  I never implied that it was another Candidate Set, but rather a look at how 
such a production set would have appeared! I can certainly appreciate the rarity of those prototype cars, but I do not own them 
nor really aspire to them! I love the look of the cars that Ives eventually created for production and actually think they are better 
proportioned then the prototypes when combined with the 1134. Unfortunately, people sometimes listen but do not hear what 
is being said!!  

Above is a fantasy Ives train that was never cataloged or produced.  

Dave Corbett   -  Boy did I open a can of worms.... 

Dave McEntarfer:  

This one on the left is a fake, it uses a 1929 
casting. close examination shows the black 
paint underneath.  

Bradley Kaplan: I am confused about fakes. I would assume to fake one you would have to sacrifice a perfect 1134 
engine and tender. If you have an 1134 with any zinc rot you would drop the plating into the cracks. If you have any 
chips on the 1134 the plating would drop into the chips. Finding an 1134 in this condition in the first place is almost 
an impossible task. And very expensive. So I would find it incredible for someone to sacrifice a piece like this as if 
they fail they have a worthless piece of junk. Then again conmen never cease to amaze me.  
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Reprinted for the facebook group “The Ives Train Society Virtual Show & Tell on November 25, 2021 

Dave McEntarfer:  Above: If this was Randy's it was repainted, but still a very rare engine. The steel pilots were only early 
1928. note the blank plates, can't see them but I would bet this engine has two piece couplers that were soldered          
together.   

Traditional 3237 

with die-cast pilot 

Reprinted for the facebook group “The Ives Train Society Virtual Show & Tell on November 20, 2021 

Dave McEntarfer:  Below: Some things are just hard to explain. Pictured here is a unique 3254 set in Cadet Blue. This is the 
only example I've ever seen in this color and variation. Ives just called this color blue and was first used in 1926. Collectors 
use the term Cadet Blue from the 1929 Wide Gauge set "The Cadet Express". Some call this color Peacock which is the 
Lionel term used for a similar color. What makes this set unique besides its color is explained in the pictures.  
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IVES RARE 3237, AND                         

IVES RARE 3254 SET 



      Comments by Mark West: The Answer is—Bub made these Stations 

Comments by Dave McEntarfer:  Pre-1910 Ives assembled these stations 

and used their own lithograph. When the stations were re-designed in 

1910 the lithograph was done by American Art Works in Ohio but we think 

the stations were still put together in Conn. What's really interesting is that Lionel also sold this identical     

station from 1910-12, both just the station and a double dome version. I assume that Ives sold the stations to 

Lionel but have no documentation to that effect.  

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

As seen and reprinted from the Facebook group “The Ives Train Society Virtual Show & Tell “  on 6/25/2021 

Comments Leonard Carey Williams: 

Hello Ives world ...the lovely litho Ives stations .who made them ?  Could they be made by Bing ? Here is a 
page from a 1912 Sears catalog ..Bing trains ... with what looks to be the Ives 116 

Mark Tobias   3/11/2021 Hi All! 
While Writing, yet another Weiss 

Catalog, came across the           
Ives & Blakeslee 326 Live Steam 

Launch with original box. 
Thought Id Share.  
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As seen and reprinted from the Facebook group “The Ives Train Society Virtual Show & Tell “  on 12/7/2021 

Comments by William Kotenski: 

This is set 1102S, significant mainly because it was only sold in 1912 and that was the last year that Ives used this 

graphic on their set boxes. In 1910 and 1911 all of their electric sets came with this graphic in a box completely 

covered with red paper (clockwork sets came in boxes covered in blue paper). On this the cheapest of all electric 

sets for that year, Ives just put red tape around the edges.  

I like the turn of the century graphics on the 

box.  For the transformer was it a lamp 

socket plug or wall socket? Most early were 

lamp sockets.  

Comments by Dave McEntarfer: 

This particular set was run off dry cell 

batteries, although Ives did make both AC & 

DC transformers in 1912, they used a plug 

that screwed into a lamp socket.  
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APRIL 2023 YORK IVES MEETING 

Editors note:  We normally do not publish the contents of the Ives York meeting  as an incentive for the members to  physical ly 
attend and see the rarities for themselves. But the contents of this meeting was truly extortionary and therefore enjoy what 
you might have missed.   

Train Society meeting held on Friday, April 21st at 12:30 of the meet...great gathering of Ives trains and Ives people ...and a 
few others . This year on display was a most popular unique 1930 4 car Chief set with a nickel engine / tender ...cars nickel  
roofs and trucks . Engine has added weight for traction .. observation black was painted over a Mohave...complete with rubber  
stamped 490 on end and Lionel paper label removed ..all factory work.  
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Additionally the standard gauge prototype 187,188, 189 cars with engineering sample trucks was shown . A     
beautiful very early one gauge #40 set ...with black smoke stack circa 1904 was on display. Please join us in the fall 
for the Friday 12:20 afternoon meeting in the Orange Hall meeting rooms. 
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KEY SOCIETY 

POINTS OF 

CONTACT 

 

 

Donald J. Lewis, President 

35 Harwood Drive 

Danbury CT 06810 

(203) 792-5090  

(203) 417- 7783 (Cell) 

dorfan@comcast.net 

 

David McEntarfer 

Director 

Membership Chairman 

PO Box 72 

Forestville, NY 14062 

(716) 679-5782  

Martin Fasack 

Director/Tracks Editor 

PO Box 937 

Plandome, NY 11030 

(516) 627-8804 

Fax (516) 627-6632 

fasttrack@rcn.com 

 

The IVES Train Society publishes “Tracks” 3 times per year and its publication TIES once per year.  

The IVES Train Society copyrights all material. No part of this publication or format may be reproduced 

or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and 

recording, for any purpose without the express written permission of the President.  Neither the IVES 

Train Society nor the Editor is responsible for content of articles nor is the quality of items offered or 

reviewed guaranteed or warranted by the IVES Train Society.  Information published herein is with 

written approval.  WEB SITE: www.ivestrains.org - Also visit the IVES train society on Facebook  
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